We study the problem of natural language query generation for decision support systems (DSS) in the problem resolution domain. In this domain, a user has a task he is unable to accomplish (eg. bluetooth headphone not playing music), which we capture using language structures. We show how important units that define a problem can robustly and automatically be extracted from large noisy online forum data, with no labeled data or query logs. We also show how these units can be selected to reduce the number of interactions and how they can be used to generate natural language interactions for query refinement.
Introduction
Decision Support Systems (DSSs) that help decision makers extract useful knowledge from large amounts of data have found widespread application in areas ranging from clinical and medical diagnosis (Musen et al., 2006) to banking and credit verification (Palma-dos Reis et al., 1999 ). IBM's Watson Deep Question Answering system (Ferrucci et al., 2010) , can be applied to DSSs to diagnose and recommend treatments for lung cancer and to help manage health insurance decisions and claims 1 . Motivated by the rapid explosion of contact centres, we focus on the application of DSSs to assist technical contact center agents.
Contact center DSSs should be designed to assist an agent in the problem resolution domain. This domain is characterized by a user calling in to a contact center with the problem of being unable to perform an action with their product (e.g. I am unable to connect to youtube). Currently contact center DSSs are essentially search engines for technical manuals. However, this has two shortcomings : (i) in most cutting edge consumer technology, like software and smart devices, the range of possible applications and use cases makes it impossible to list all of them in the manuals-limiting their usefulness under the heavy tailed nature of customer problems, (ii) contact centers are known to suffer from high churn due to pressures and difficulties of the jobs, particularly the need for rapid resolution, making ease of use essential since users of these DSSs are somewhere between experts (in using the system) and novices (in the actual technology customers need help with).
With the birth and growth of the Web 2.0 and in particular, large and active online product forums, such as, Yahoo! Answers 2 , Ubuntu Forums 3 and Apple Support Communities 4 , there is the hope that other technology savvy users will find and resolve large number of problems within days of the release of a product. However, these forums are noisy, i.e. they contain many throw-away comments and erroneous solutions. The first important question we address in this paper is, how can we mine relevant information from online forums and, in essence, crowdsource the creation of contact center DSSs? In particular, we show how many problems faced by consumers can be captured by actions on attributes (e.g. bluetooth headphone not playing music).
In order to address the second shortcoming, we study the problem of automatic interactive query refinement in DSSs. When DSSs are used by noncomputer scientists, natural language understanding and interaction problems take center-stage (Alter, 1977) . Since both customers and agents are not experts in a technical area, mis-understandings are common. As agents are evaluated based on the number of problems resolved, it is often the case that queries entered by an agent are underspecified. In response to such a query, a search engine may return a large number of documents. For complicated technical queries, the time taken by an agent to read the long list of returned information and possibly reformulate the query could be significant. The second question we address in this paper is how can a DSS make natural language suggestions that assist the agent in acquiring additional information from a caller to resolve her problem in the shortest amount of time? Finally, for rapid prototyping and deployment, we develop a system and architecture that does not use any form of labeled data or query logs, a big differentiator from prior work. Query Logs are not always available for enterprise systems that are not on the web and/or have a smaller user base (Bhatia et al., 2011) . When software and hardware change rapidly over time, it is infeasible to quickly collect large query logs. Also, logs may not always be accessible due to privacy and legal constraints.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first interactive system (and detailed evaluation thereof) for natural language problem resolution in the absence of manually labeled logs or pre-determined dialog state sequences. Concretely, our primary contributions are:
• Problem Representation and Unit Extraction: We define and automatically extract units that best represent a problem. We show how to do this robustly from noisy forum threads, allowing us to use abundant online user generated content.
• Unit selection for Interaction: We propose and evaluate a complete interactive system for users to quickly find a resolution based on semi-structured online forum data. Follow up questions are generated automatically from the retrieved results to minimize the number of interactions.
• Natural Language Question Generation: We demonstrate that, in a dialog system it is possible and useful to automatically generate fluent interactions based on the units we define using appropriate templates. We use these to create follow up questions to the user, which have much needed context, and show that this improves precision.
Proposed System
In online forums, people facing issues with their product (thread initiators) post their problems and other users write subsequent posts discussing solutions. These threads form a rich data source that could contain problems similar to what a user who calls in to the contact center faces, and can be used to find an appropriate solution. Our system (Figure 1 ) has two phases. In the offline phase, the system extracts units that describe the problem being discussed. In the online phase, the interaction engine selects the most appropriate units that best divide the space of search results obtained, to minimize the number of interactions. The system then generates follow up interactions by inserting the units into appropriate unit type dependent templates. The answers to these follow up questions are used to improve the search results. 
Representational Units
It is important to select representational units that capture the signature, or the most important characteristics of the information that users search for. This signature should be sufficient to find relevant results. In order to understand the right units for the problem resolution domain, we conducted the following user study. Five annotators analyzed the first posts from 50 threads from the Apple Discussion Forum, and were asked to mark the most relevant short segments of the post that best described the problem (an example in Table 1 ). Based on the user study, the first kind of units we considered were phrases, which are consecutive words that occur very frequently in the thread.
Phrases as query suggestions have been shown to improve user experience when compared to just showing terms (Kelly et al., 2009 ) since longer phrases tend to provide more context information. One shortcoming of these contiguous phrasal units is that they are sensitive to typography, i.e. small changes in phrasing (e.g. ios -4 and ios 4 ) lead to different phrases and the occurrence counts are divided among these variations. This causes difficulties both in the problem representation as well as in the search for problem resolution which are exacerbated by the noisy, casual syntax in forums. Motivated by Probst et al. (2007) , we extract attribute-value pairs. These units provide both robustness as well as more configurational context to the problem. Another observation from the segments marked was that many of them involved a user wanting to perform an action (I cannot hear notifications on bluetooth) or the problems caused by a user's action (working great before I updated). We capture them using actionattribute tuples (details in Section 3.1.1).
Thread initiators describe the same problem in different ways leading to multiple threads discussing the same problem. Ideally, we want the representation of the problem to be the same for all these threads to build robust statistics. Consider the following examples, sync server has failed, sync server failed, sync server had failed, sync server has been failing. While the phrasing is different, we see that their dependency parse trees ( Figure 2 ) show a common relation between the verb or action, fail, and the attribute sync server (the base form of the verbs are obtained from their corresponding lemmas with TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) ). Motivated by this, we use dependency parse trees for extracting action-attribute tuples. 
Detailed System Description
We now give a detailed description, showing how the three types of units can be robustly extracted and used from noisy online forums.
Offline Component
In the offline phase we first extract candidate units that describe a problem (and its solution) from the forum threads. We then filter this description, using the thread itself, to retain the important units.
Candidates for Problem Description
Sentences are tagged and parsed using the Stanford dependency parser (de Marneffe et al., 2006 ). The following units are then obtained from the first post of the discussion thread. Phrasal units: defined to be Noun Phrases satisfying the regular expression, (Adjective)* (Number/Noun/Proper Noun)+, (eg., interactive web sites, osx widgets, 2007 outlook calendar). These are extracted from the discussion thread along with their frequencies of occurrence. Attribute-Value pairs: The dependency relations amod (adjectival modifier of a noun phrase) and num (numeric modifier of a noun) in the parsed output are used for this purpose. In the case of amod, the attribute is the noun that the adjective modifies and its value is the adjective. For example, with amod(signal,strong), the attribute is signal and its value is strong. In the case of num, the attribute is the noun and its value is the numeric modifier. For example, with num(digits,10), the attribute is digits and its value is 10. As mentioned in Section 2.1, these pairs capture more context of the problem being discussed. Additional attributevalue pairs are extracted by expanding the attributes with the adjacent nouns and adjectives that occur with it. For the example in Figure 3 , the attribute signal is modified to cell phone signal and added to the list of attribute-value pairs along with their frequencies of occurrence. Action-Attribute tuples: The dependency relations used for these units are given in Table 3 with examples. Many of these units help describe the user's problem while others provide contextual information behind the problem being discussed. These units are described with 4-tuples (Arg 1 -verb-Arg 2 -Arg 3 ), three of which are the arguments of the verb or attributes of an action. The relations given in the first column of Table 3 form fillers for the attributes of the action. The example in Figure 3 gives the tuple, I-entered-dns-null, where, I is the subject, entered is the action performed, dns is the object. If the verb has a prt relation, the particle is appended to the verb. For example, turned has a prt relation in prt(turned,off), hence, the verb is now modified to turned off.
Since entered in this example takes only a subject and an object as arguments, the third argument is null. Consider another example, I removed the wep password in the router settings, the tuple is now Iremoved-password-in the settings. The last row in Table 3 gives an example of the usage of the xcomp relation. As done with Attribute-Value pairs, the attributes in these units are also expanded with the adjacent nouns and adjectives and added to the list of Action-Attribute tuples along with their frequencies of occurrence in the entire thread.
Scoring and Filtering
Since the problem is defined by the thread initiator in the first post of the thread, units in the first post are scored and ranked based on tf-idf (Manning et al., 2008) . We treat each thread as a document and the top 50 highest scoring candidates form the problem description for the thread. Units are extracted from the rest of the thread in order to obtain frequency statistics for the units in the first post. Pronouns, prepositions and determiners are dropped from the units while obtaining the counts. In addition, verbs in the action-attribute tuples are converted to their base form using the lemma information obtained from TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) , to obtain counts. This makes the scores robust to small variations in the units. Examples of extracted units are shown in Table 2. We see that errors in the parse (volumes was tagged as a verb) cause erroneous units (*I volumes up). For this reason, we use frequency statistics from the rest of the discussion thread, to determine if a unit is valid or not. The tfidf based scheme also removes commonly used phrases such as, please help me, thank you, etc.
Online Phase
The system searches for a set of initial documents based on the user's initial query. Next, the followup candidate units are selected (Section 3.2.1) from the units extracted in the offline phase for the retrieved documents and natural language interactions are further generated by filling the templates (Section 3.2.2) with the selected units.
Selection of candidate units for Question Generation
Interactions should be selected to (i) understand the user's requirements better by making the query more specific and reduce the number of results returned by the search engine, and (ii) reduce the number of interactions required. We use information gain to find the best unit that reduces the search space, motivated by its near optimality (Golovin et al., 2010) . If S is the set of all retrieved documents, S 1 ⊆ S containing unit i and S 2 is a subset of S that do not contain unit i , the gain from branching (or interacting) on unit i is,
Where, each document is assigned a probability based on its rank in the search results:
The unit that gives the highest information gain forms the candidate for question generation. Information gain has been widely used in Decision Trees (Mitchell, 1997) , where the nodes represent attributes and the edges indicate values, and is known to result in short trees. In our case, the nodes represent the follow up questions and the edges indicate whether the user's answer is yes or Table 3 : Dependency relations used to extract Action-Attribute tuples no. The goal in decision trees is to quickly exhaust the space of examples with fewer steps, resulting in shorter trees. The goal in this paper is to traverse the space of results obtained with the initial query to reach the most relevant document with the fewest interactions. Since the dialog problem can be easily mapped to decision trees, the choice of information gain allows the user to arrive at the most relevant document with the smallest number of interactions in the online phase.
Question Generation
Questions are generated based on the type, number and tense information present in the units. The list of templates used for question generation is given in user has the option to click on the one that is relevant to his query. For Action-Attribute tuples, the templates are chosen based on the the person, number and tense information from the verbs (Table 4) . null in the table (for example, null-send-emails-null) indicates that a particular argument does not exist or was not found and hence the argument will not be added to the appropriate template. Certain templates require converting the verb to a different form (e.g., VBD to VBN). This mapping is stored as a dictionary obtained by running the TreeTagger on the entire dataset and various forms are automatically obtained by linking them to the lemmas of the verbs (for example, give(VB/lemma) gave(VBD) given(VBN) gives(VBZ)).
Results and Discussion
To evaluate our system, we built and simulated a contact center DSS for iPhone problem resolution.
Description of Dataset
We crawled threads created during the period 2007-2011 from the Apple Discussion Forum resulting in about 147, 000 discussion threads. In order to create a test data set, threads were clustered treating each discussion thread as a data point using a tf-idf representation. The thread nearest the centroid from the 60 largest clusters were marked as the 'most common' problems.
Underspecified Query 1: "cannot sync calendar" Forms 6 specific queries 1. because iphone disconnected 2. because the sync server failed to sync 3. because the sync session could not be started 4. because the phone freezes 5. error occurred while mingling data 6. error occurred while merging data Table 5 : Specific and under-specified queries To generate specific and under-specified queries on this data set, in our experiments, we use the first post as a proxy for the problem description. An annotator created one short query (underspecified) from the first post of each of the 60 selected threads. These queries were given to the Lemur search engine (Strohman et al., 2005) to retrieve the 50 most similar threads from an index built on the entire set of 147, 000 threads. He manually analyzed the first posts of the retrieved threads to create contexts, resulting in 217 specific queries. To understand this process we give an example from our data creation in Table 5 . Starting from an under-specified query cannot sync calendar, the annotator found 6 specific queries. Two other annotators, were given these specific queries along with the search engine's results from the corresponding under-specified query. They were asked to choose the most relevant results for the specific queries. The intersection of the choices of the annotators formed our 'gold standard'.
User based analysis of the problem representation and unit extraction
We conducted two user studies to determine the (subjective) value of our problem representation, focusing on action-attribute tuples. In the first user study, 5 users were given the first post of 20 threads with three problem representations for the first post, (1) phrasal units only, (2) phrasal units and attribute-value (Att-Val) pairs and (3) phrasal units, attribute-value pairs and actionattribute (Act-Att) tuples. They were asked to indicate which representation best represented the problem. All users preferred the third representation on all the first posts. An example first post and units are in Table 2 .
In the second study, the same 5 users were asked to indicate how many units in Representation 3 were not relevant to the problem discussed in the first post, for a subset of 10 threads. We defined 'not relevant' as noisy components which do not aid in the problem representation e.g. oh boy and thanks! (see Table 2 ). All users marked 2 examples (sort and way) as not relevant, out of 110 units that the algorithm generated for these threads.
These two user studies taken together show that the combined set of units, is able to capture the problem description well and that our algorithm is able to filter out noise in the thread to create a robust and useful representation of the problem. The results in Section 4.3 (Tables 6 and 7) , show the value of our problem representation, in a complete end-to-end system, with objective metrics.
Unit selection for interaction
We evaluate a complete system with both user (or agent) and search engine in the loop. We focus on measuring the value of the interactions by an analysis of which results 'rise to the top'. The experiment was conducted as follows. Annotators were given a specific query and its underspecified query (as created in Section 4.1) along with the results obtained when the underspecified query was input to the search engine. They were presented with the T op = 1, 3 or 5 scoring follow up questions. E.g., for the underspecified query in Table 5 and specific query 2, the generated question was (see Table 4 ), Has the sync server failed to sync?. The user then selected the most appropriate follow up question, reducing the number of results. We then measured the relevance of the reduced result, with respect to the gold standard (see Section 4.1) for that specific query, using metrics commonly used in Information Retrieval -MRR, Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Success at rank N (Baeza- Yates et al., 1999) . We restrict N = 5 (small) since the rapid resolution time required of contact center agents does not allow them to look at many results.
In Figures 4, 5 and Table 6 , we compare our system against a baseline system, which is the set of results obtained with the underspecified query, and a system where 5 interaction units are selected at random from the initial search results. Note that, as the number of follow up questions presented increases, the scores will improve since it is more likely that the 'correct' choice is presented. However, there is a trade-off here since the agent has to again peruse more questions, which increases time spent, and so we limit this value to 5 as well. In terms of all three measures, our system is able Table 6 : MRR for different unit types.
to give a substantial improvement in performance. E.g., one intelligently chosen interaction performs better than 5 randomly chosen ones. These results show the value of the units we select and the choice of information gain as a metric. To measure the importance of each unit type, we analyzed the selected follow up questions (T op = 5) for each underspecified query. Table 7 lists the fraction of queries whose origin was a specific unit type.
Unit's Type
Preference Phrases 51% Attribute-Value Pairs 12% Action-Attribute Tuples 37% Table 7 : Fraction of follow up questions selected that originated from a specific unit type
Evaluating Templates for Question Generation
Finally, an annotator was given 100 generated follow up questions from the previous experiment and asked to label them as understandable or not. The annotator marked 13% as not understandable. Examples were, does the phone connect, has the touchscreen stopped, does the message connect (which were due to errors in parsing) and do you want to leave the car (due to a filtering error).
Related Work
Our work is related to three somewhat distinct areas of research, dialog systems, question answering (QA) systems and interactive search. Unlike most QA systems, we continue a sequence of interactions where the system and the user are active participants. The primary contribution of this work is a combined DSS, search, natural language dialog and query refinement system built automatically from semi-structured forum data. No prior work on interactive systems deals with problem resolution from large scale, noisy online forums.
Many speech dialog systems exist today for tasks including, obtaining train information (RAILTEL) (Bennacef et al., 1996) , airline information (Rudnicky et al., 2000) and weather information (Zue et al., 2000) . These systems perform simple database retrieval tasks, where, the keywords and their possible values are known apriori.
In general document retrieval tasks, when a user's query is under-specified and a large number of documents are retrieved, interactive search engines have been designed to assist the user in narrowing down the search results (Bruza et al., 2000) . Much research has concentrated on query reformulation or query suggestions tasks. Suggestions are often limited to terms or phrases either extracted from query logs (Guo et al., 2008; Baeza-Yates et al., 2004) or from the documents obtained in the initial search results (Kelly et al., 2009) . Bhogal et al. (2007) require rich ontologies for query expansion, which may be difficult and expensive to obtain for new domains. Leung et al. (2008) identify related queries from the web snippets of search results. Cucerzan and White (2007) use users' post-query navigation patterns along with the query logs to provide query suggestions. Mei et al. (2008) rank query suggestions using the click-through (query-url) graph. Boldi et al. (2009) provide query suggestions based on short random walk on the query flow graph. The main drawback behind these approaches is the dependence on query logs and labeled data to train query selection classifiers. We show how certain units are robust representations of documents in the problem resolution domain which can automatically be extracted from semi-structured data. Feuer et al. (2007) use a proximity search-based system that suggests sub and super phrases. Cutting et al. (1993; Hearst and Pedersen (1996; Kelly et al. (2009) cluster retrieved documents and make suggestions based on the centroids of the clusters. Kraft and Zien (2004) and Bhatia et al. (2011) use n-grams extracted from the text corpus to suggest query refinement. Although these techniques do not rely on query logs for providing suggestions, the suggestions are limited to contiguous phrases. They also do not generate follow up questions, but instead provide a list of suggestions and require the user to select one among them or use them manually to reformulate the initial queries.
Automatically framing natural language questions as follow up questions to the user is still a challenging task since, (1) Diriye et al. (2009) and Kelly et al. (2009) showed that interactive query expansion terms are poorly used, and tend to lack information meaningful to the user, thus emphasizing the need for larger context to best capture the actual query/problem intent (2) finding a few question/suggestions that would narrow the search results will lead to fewer interactions as opposed to displaying the single best result (3) particularly for non-technical users, interactions and clarifications need to be fluent enough for the user to understand and continue his interaction with the system (Alter, 1977) . In this paper, we show how to extract important representative contextual units (which do not necessarily contain contiguous words) and use these to generate contextual interactions. Sajjad et al. (2012) consider a data set where objects belong to a known category, with textual descriptions of objects and categories collected from human labelers, using which n-gram based attributes of objects are defined. Subsets of these attributes are filtered, again using labeled data. Kotov and Zhai (2010) frame questions with the help of handmade templates for the problem of factoid search from a subset of Wikipedia. However, they do not select queries with the goal of minimizing the number of interactions. To extend these approaches to problem-resolution finding, (as opposed to factoids or item descriptions) simple most common noun phrases (as used in Sajjad et al. (2012) and Kotov and Zhai (2010) ) are insufficient, since they do not capture the problem or intent of the user. As motivated in Section 1, this requires a better representation of candidate phrases. Our paper also suggests an approach that does not need any human labelled or annotated data. Suggestions are selected using units such that the problem intent is well captured and also ensure that fewer interactions take place between the user and the system. Follow-up questions are framed using templates designed for these units, allowing us to move beyond simple terms and phrases.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposed an interactive system for natural language problem resolution in the absence of manually labelled logs or pre-determined dialog state sequences. As future work, we would like to use additional information such as, the trustworthiness of the posters, quality of solutions in the threads, etc., while scoring the documents.
